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By Eva Hoffman

Faber and Faber. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on demand. 382 pages. Shortly
after the dramatic events of 1989, Eva Hoffman spent several months travelling through her native
Poland and four other Eastern European countries, what was then Czechoslovakia, Hungary,
Romania and Bulgaria, all of which had just undergone an historic transformation. While making
her way from the Baltic to the Black Sea, Eva Hoffman ranged from capital cities to wayside
villages and sleepy provincial towns; she visited shipyards, museums, homes and the coffee-houses
of the intelligentsia, and she talked to a great variety of people, many of whom were struggling with
the transition from an unwanted pass to an uncertain future. Through these encounters, through
anecdotes, revealing observations and biographical portraits, Eva Hoffman evoked the eclectic
mosaic of the new Eastern Europe, while also reconstructing the turbulent experiences of the post-
war decades and reflecting on the uses and misuses of historical memory. Exit into History remains
an arresting and intimate report from a contemporary revolution, one that has changed Europe for
ever. It is the enormous merit of Hoffmans book that it is free from ideological claptrap. It is
beautifully written, full of word pictures that stay...
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ReviewsReviews

This is the very best publication we have read through right up until now. It is one of the most incredible book we have read through. Once you begin to
read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Miss Celia  V olkm a n-- Miss Celia  V olkm a n

I just started o  looking over this ebook. It is actually loaded with wisdom and knowledge Its been developed in an remarkably simple way in fact it is
simply after i finished reading through this book where basically modified me, modify the way i believe.
-- Josie K och IV-- Josie K och IV
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